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SIMATIC S7  
Safety Matrix
The Management Tool for all 
Phases of the Safety Lifecycle
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Functional Safety and Safety Lifecycle 
Management
The installation and operation of potentially dangerous plants in the process industry are subject to the 
international standard IEC 61511, the standard for the functional safety of Safety Instrumented Systems. 

One common technique used for this 
initial process hazard analysis is the 
HAZOP analysis (Hazard and Operabili-
ty Analysis).

Using the knowledge gained from the 
analysis and its assessment, the exis-
ting protection layers are identified 
and any additional protection layers 
are defined. Safety tasks and functions 
are assigned to these protection layers. 
The Safety Instrumented System (SIS) 
is one of these protection layers.

An important output from the analysis 
phase is the Safety Requirement Speci-
fication (SRS) for the Safety Instrumen-
ted System. The SRS describes all Safe-
ty Instrumented Functions (SIF) 
including the demands placed on 
them, and specifies the required Safety 
Integrity Level (SIL). The SIL is a mea-
sure of the reduction in risk that the 
SIF has to deliver.

Implementation phase

The SRS is the basis for further plan-
ning of the plant, especially for the de-
sign of the Safety Instrumented Sys-
tem (SIS) and its safety functions as 
well as for other measures for reducing 
the risk.  
It helps decide the selection of the SIS 
technology and the selection of the 
hardware, architecture and software 
for implementing the safety functions.

Design and planning are followed  
by installation, commissioning, and 
validation of the plant. Since the SRS 
includes the associated tests and test 
criteria in addition to the safety func-
tions and requirements, it also forms 
the basis for verification and validati-
on.

In accordance with the guidelines for 
functional safety, the results achieved 

Functional Safety and Safety Lifecycle Management

The procedure for implementing func-
tional safety is described in this stan-
dard in accordance with the safety life-
cycle of the plant, which is usually 
divided into the following three pha-
ses: analysis, implementation and ope-
ration/maintenance.

All these phases and the associated ac-
tivities for functional safety must ge-
nerally be documented. The docu-
ments are the basis for proving the 
safety of the plant and the Safety Inst-
rumented Systems used.

Following a modification, all phases  
of the safety lifecycle are run through 
again and documented.

Analysis phase

Process plants which are potentially 
dangerous must be specifically analy-
zed in order to identify possible dan-
gers and to assess their risks.



The Safety Lifecycle Model in accordance with IEC 61511

Field of application of the SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix products 

Products Supports safety lifecycle phases Field of application Operating modes

Safety Matrix Engineering Tool Analysis phase, implementation phase,  
operation and maintenance phase

Creation, configuration, and compilation  
of a safety matrix 
Importing/exporting of a CEM matrix file 
Transferring to the project, compilation, downloading, 
operation, and monitoring of the safety-related CFC 
program 
Comparison of safety matrices on the basis of CEM 
matrix files and CFCs 
Configuration report and plausibility check  
with validation report 

Online and offline operation

Safety Matrix Viewer Operation and maintenance phase Operation and monitoring of the safety-related CFC 
program Online operation 

SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix
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Installation, Commissioning and Validation

Operation and Maintenance

Modification

Design and Engineering of
Safety Instrumented System (SIS)

Safety Requirements Specification (SRS) 
for the Safety Instrumented System (SIS)

Design and Development of 
other means of Risk Reduction

Allocation of Safety Functions to Protection Layers

Decommissioning
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when testing to the SRS requirements 
must be documented. These docu-
ments are required for subsequent ac-
ceptance of the safety functions and 
the safety system.

Operation and maintenance phase

This phase comprises operation and 
optimization of the plant up to the 
time it is decommissioned.

The SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix offered 
by Siemens is a TÜV-certified safety 
lifecycle management tool for safety 
applications up to SIL 3 in accordance 
with IEC 61508.

 

The SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix can be 
used in all phases of the safety lifecyc-
le.The benefits achieved by its use 
make a significant contribution toward 
reduction of capital expenditure (CA-
PEX)  and operational expenses (OPEX) 
of the plant.

The SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix consists  
of the following individual products 
which have different functionalities 
and fields of application:

 • Safety Matrix Engineering Tool

 • Safety Matrix Viewer 



Safety Matrix Editor

Definition of the cause logic operations 
and functions

Definition of a cause
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Safe Highlights

 • 128 causes per matrix

 • 128 effects per matrix

 • 1024 intersections per matrix

 • Up to 3 inputs per cause

 • Up to 4 outputs per effect

Advantages

 • No programming knowledge required

 • Readily understandable for everyone involved

 • Quick and precise overview of the safety function  
in engineering and operation



SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix in the analysis phase 
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Assessme nt of 
danger and risk;
definition of 
protection  layers

Assignmen t of 
safety tasks to the 
protection  layers Safety Requirement Specifica-

tion (SRS) for the Safety 
Instrumented System (SIS)

Implementation Operation

of the Safety Integrity Level (SIL)  
is part of the detailed consideration  
of each individual safety function.

Cause & Effect matrix

The Cause & Effect method has proven 
to be an extremely effective option for 
the description of safety functions and 
for the definition of marginal and 
shut-down conditions. The method 
specified by the American Petroleum 
Institute in the API RP 14C guideline  
is currently employed in many sectors 
of the process industry.

Siemens has implemented the Cause  
& Effect method defined by the Ameri-
can Petroleum Institute in the SIMATIC 
S7 Safety Matrix.

During the analysis phase, the SIMATIC 
S7 Safety Matrix allows safety func-
tions to be consistently recorded, de-
scribed, and formulated in a format 
which is easily understood by everyo-
ne involved. No special programming 
knowledge is required for this so pro-

The safety concept for the plant is sub-
sequently produced. During this, the 
safety tasks are assigned to the various 
protection layers of the plant.

The Safety Instrumented System (SIS) 
plays an important role within the sa-
fety concept. The SIS requirements de-
fined and described in the form of a 
safety requirement specification (SRS) 
are the basis for planning, enginee-
ring, and acceptance of the plant. 
Since different people have to work  
in accordance with this specification 
during different phases of the safety 
lifecycle, it is important to formulate 
the safety requirements in a readily 
understandable manner.

Safety Requirement Specification 
(SRS)

The requirements placed on the safety 
system are defined in the SRS. The SRS 
includes the functional description  
of the safety functions as well as all 
the conditions that cause them to be 
triggered. In addition, determination 

cess specialists can also directly define 
their requirements with the SIMATIC 
S7 Safety Matrix. 

The causes can include the logical con-
nection of up to 3 digital or analog sig-
nals. Additional aspects can also be 
considered, e.g. time delays and by-
passing.

The effects are defined in the columns 
of the matrix table. An effect can in-
clude connections to up to 4 different 
actua tors.

The linking of several causes and the 
definition of the relationship between 
causes and effects is carried out at the 
intersections of the rows and columns, 
along with any requirements for lat-
ching, resets and overrides.

Causes can also be combined in selec-
tion groups. For example, it is possible  
to implement a 2 out of 3 (2oo3) vote 
in this manner.

SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix  
in the analysis phase
It is important in the analysis phase to identify and analyze known and potential safety risks,  
e.g. using the HAZOP method. This serves to filter out non-tolerable risks, to evaluate the probability  
of a hazard occurring, and to estimate  possible consequences.  



                    SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix in the implementation phase

Design and planning of other measures
for reducing risks

Design and planning of the 
Safety Instrumented 
System (SIS)

Installation,  commissioning  
and validation OperationAnalysis

Design and planning of 
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Complex calculations can also be inte-
grated into the Safety Matrix using 
function blocks for signal preproces-
sing, e.g. for conversion of an input 
value. The corresponding function 
blocks can be selected in the channel 
driver of the I/O signal.

It is also possible to configure simulati-
ons and bypasses with corresponding 
access privileges for commissioning 
and subsequent operation.

A bypass can be controlled, for examp-
le, directly using the SIMATIC S7 Safety 
Matrix or via an input signal (key 
switch).

The option for assigning causes and 
effects to 3 alarm profiles each im-
proves the overview for displaying 
alarms and enables plant operators  
to recognize problems more rapidly 
and to react accordingly. The reduction 
in shutdown times makes a significant 
contribution to increasing plant availa-
bility.

 

The specified safety functions are im-
plemented during the planning phase. 
When using the SIMATIC S7 Safety Ma-
trix, the safety functions defined du-
ring the analysis phase are presented 
in the form of a Cause & Effect matrix, 
which can be used directly to generate 
the logic required within the SIS.

There is no need to transpose the re-
quirements described in the SRS into  
a form that the SIS can use. This  
is done by the Safety Matrix giving 
considerable savings in engineering 
costs.

Connection to the plant field level  
is established by assigning the causes 
and effects to the inputs and outputs 
of the SIMA TIC S7-400F/FH controller. 
Further extension functions and para-
meter settings can also be carried out 
in SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix. These in-
clude the setting of limits and hystere-
sis for analog values, as well as the de-
finition of the maximum discrepancy 
for alarming when linking several ana-
log measured values.

The conversion into executable pro-
gram logic is carried out automatically. 
Using CFC (Continuous Function 
Chart), the SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix 
Engineering Tool generates program 
logic for each matrix with function 
blocks from the F-library in SIMATIC S7 
F Systems, and generates the channel 
drivers for all fail-safe I/O channels. 
The CFC program logic can subse-
quently  becompiled and downloaded 
to the controller. Automatic generati-
on of the CFC program logic has been 
approved and certified by TÜV.

The Safety Matrix Engineering Tool can 
be switched directly to the online view 
for test purposes. Alternatively, the Sa-
fety Matrix Viewer on the SIMATIC PCS 
7 Operator Station or SIS compact 
Operator Station can also be used.

Functions integrated in the SIMATIC S7 
Safety Matrix for plausibility checking, 
documentation, and simulation as well 
as for comparison of files and charts 
effectively support the planning, com-
missioning and test engineers during 
the testing and acceptance of the safe-
ty application.

The implementation phase starts with the design and detailed planning of the safety-related system 
and other measures for reducing the risk. This is followed by installation, commissioning, and valida-
tion.

SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix
in the implementation phase



Alarm definition and assignment  Cause details

SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix Highlights

 • Processing functions within causes such as 2oo3, AND, OR

 • Degraded voting scheme in Causes

 • Definition of trip values when processing causes

 • Consideration of time requirements for causes and effects

 • Easy implementation of "sequential control" for e.g. plant start-up 
sequences

 • Consideration of signal and module faults

 • Preprocessing of values

 • Effect can directly drive up to 4 actuators

 • Integral simulation and bypass functions

 • Integral limitation of simulation to 1 transmitter within a voting 
group

 • Triggering upon active cause, no latching

 • Triggering upon active cause, latching, reset necessary

 • Triggering upon active cause, bypassing possible

 • XooN selection

 • Generation of safety groups

 • Alarm groups

 • Preliminary and discrepancy alarms

 • OS Web-Client support for Safety Matrix Viewer

 • Remote monitoring and control via Web connection
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Acceptance of the safety application  
is usually carried out by authorized  
authorities. Since such persons do not 
normally have special programming 
knowledge, they greatly benefit from 
the use of the SIMATIC S7 Safety Mat-
rix. The auditor can reproduce the sa-
fety functions specified in the SRS al-
most 1:1 on the screen in online 
mode.  
Interpretation of a specific program-
ming language is unnecessary. This 
shortens the acceptance times, and 
productionin the plant can be started 
earlier.



Additional functions

 • Comparison of matrices for tracking modifications

 • Integral validation report

 • Configuration report, matrix documentation

 • Modification report

Advantages

 • Direct linkage to the Safety Requirement Specification (SRS) during generation of program

 • Identical display of matrix in configuration, operation, and documentation

 • Common understanding for all involved persons

 • Reduction in planning, implementation, and acceptance times

 • Bulk Engineering based on spreadsheets

 • Cause & Effect matrix can be imported and exported

 • Usable standalone, with SIMATIC PCS 7 and SIMATIC SIS compact
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SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix in the operating phase 

Operation and 
maintenance

DecommissioningModificationImplementationAnalysis

Process image of an operator station with Safety Matrix 
Viewer displayed

Limit Value
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During process control it must be possible for the operator to recognize relevant deviations early  
and to react rapidly. Simple and intuitive operation of the automation plant is therefore necessary. 
This particularly applies to safety-critical processes where the plant will be switched off if the opera-
tor cannot locate the cause of an alarm rapidly enough and initiate appropriate measures.

SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix  
in the operating phase

The SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix can 
make the operator aware of imminent 
critical situations by means of a preli-
minary alarm, and can display the 
cause with the associated effect. The 
operator can then directly recognize 
an anomalous or faulty sensor and im-
mediately initiate checking or other 
steps for elimination of the cause.

 

Maintenance functions integrated  
in the SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix sup-
port checking of sensors. They allow 
brief bypassing of the sensor for repla-
cement or external testing. Plant 
downtimes or shutdowns can be avoi-
ded in this manner. A pending proof 
test can also be the reason for tem-
porarily bypassing sensors or actua-
tors.
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Maintenance can be optimized even 
further through integration of the fail-
safe sensor system into the asset ma-
nagement system.

The SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix can  
be operated and monitored both in on-
line mode of the Safety Matrix Engi-
neering Tool and by using the Safety 
Matrix Viewer on the operator station 
of the SIMATIC PCS 7 process control 
system and SIMATIC SIS compact sys-
tem.

Operator interventions are documen-
ted and can be archived for Safety Life-
cycle Management.

The facilities in the SIMATIC S7 Safety 
Matrix Viewer which are available  
to an operator depend on the operator 
privileges defined in the SIMATIC PCS 7  
or SIMATIC SIS compact. This guaran-
tees that only authorized persons can 
bypass or simulate field devices.

Process-relevant events and alarms are 
transferred to the operator system  
of the SIMATIC PCS 7 process control 
system and SIMATIC SIS compact sys-
tem, and integrated into the signaling 
system. This enables joint archiving  
of alarms and messages by the Basic 
Process Control System (BPCS) and the 
safety system.

Matrices are called using block sym-
bols positioned on the user interface 
of SIMATIC PCS 7 or SIMATIC SIS com-
pact. These can apply to the complete 

matrix or just to a specific cause or ef-
fect. The view focused on a cause  
or effect can be switched over to the 
total view of the matrix at any time, 
and vice versa.

Group displays on the block symbol for 
the matrix allow the operator to alrea-
dy recognize whether warnings, 
alarms or maintenance functions are 
active. Further detailed information  
is then made available by opening the 
associated matrix view.

Highlights
 • Integral maintenance func-

tions such as bypass and si-
mulation

 • Display of all relevant pro-
cess values, also during 
maintenance

 • All relevant information 
can be seen at a glance  
in the template

Advantages
 • Optimum operator prompt-

ing

 • Process-independent main-
tenance of sensors and ac-
tuators

 • Reduction in downtimes

Maintenance Documentation of operator interventions and events
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Consistent use of the SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix across all phases of the safety lifecycle reduces the 
capital expenditure (CAPEX) and operational expenses (OPEX). The advantages of the SIMATIC S7 
Safety Matrix provide convincing arguments in all phases.

SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix – the Safety 
Lifecycle Management Tool

Analysis phase 

The SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix does not 
require programming knowledge.  
It can therefore equally be used by 
process, test and planning engineers.

Safety functions are defined using the 
Cause & Effect method.

The Cause & Effect representation  
is compact, clear, and easy to under-
stand. 
 

Implementation phase

The safety functions defined using the 
SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix can be im-
ported directly. It is only necessary  
to carry out the system-specific set-
tings of the AS 410F/FH and SIS com-
pact safety system. Planning engi-
neers, operators and test engineers 
always share a consistent and readily 
understandable view. The safety func-
tions are represented identically du-
ring configuration and operation and 
in the documentation. Signal states 
and supplementary information are 
displayed in different colors during 
operation. All this results in a signifi-
cant reduction in engineering, test and 
acceptance times.

Operating phase

The optimized operator prompting  
of the SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix gua-
rantees that operators can react rapid-
ly and specifically to events during 
operation. They can also simulate sen-
sor and actuator systems, particularly 
during maintenance. The SIMATIC S7 
Safety MatrixViewer can be used to re-
duce plant downtimes.

Advantages at a glance

 • No programming knowledge required

 • Readily understandable for all involved persons

 • Concise overview of all safety functions

 • Direct linkage to the Safety Requirement Specifi-
cation (SRS) during generation of program

 • Identical display of matrix in configuration,  
operation, and documentation

 • Uniform view and understanding of all involved 
persons

 • Reduction in planning, implementation,  
and acceptance times

 • Optimum operator prompting

 • Process-independent maintenance of sensors 
and actuators

 • Reduction in downtimes

Safety Matrix Viewer

SIMATIC S7 Safety Matrix – the Safety Lifecycle Management Tool



Additional information

For further details, see SIMATIC Manuals Guide:
siemens.com/simatic-docu

You can order further documents on the subject of SIMATIC from:
siemens.com/simatic/printmaterial

In-depth technical documentation is available from our
Service&Support Portal: siemens.com/automation/support

For a personal discussion, you can locate your nearest
contact at: siemens.com/automation/partner

In the Industry Mall you can place orders electronically via the Internet: 
siemens.com/industrymall

You can find details on the SIMATIC PCS 7 and SIMATIC SIS compact  
process control system at: siemens.com/simatic-pcs7

You can find details on the Siemens Process Safety solution at:  
siemens.com/process-safety 
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